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Abstract:
The paradigm shift of digital fabrication encourages architects to incorporate the
knowledge of using innovative materials and novel tools to solve problems in design
and construction. However, the application of digital fabrication still needs more
flexibility that allows different groups in a society to redesign fabrication processes
based on their own needs and values.
Looking at robotic facilities and natural mud as fabrication media, this thesis will
experiment methods of digital design fabrication for freeform masonry construction by
robotics to improve the conventional masonry process. It starts from a two-sided
investigation: I. existing digital fabrication techniques and applications; II. conventional
masonry methods and processes. Afterwards, two robotic prototypes of stereotomy will
be presented. Through these two prototypes, robotic fabrication techniques and
automation processes for on-site construction will be explored. Researches involved in
this thesis aim to investigate a new approach which combines material ecology, mass
customization, and construction automation for digital design fabrication, and to inquire
the potential of mobile construction at remote areas under low technology.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Perspective of Research
1.1 Introduction
Architectural construction is one of the oldest crafts on the
planet: as soon as ancient people settled down from a
nomadic life, they started to shape natural materials from
earth to make buildings for security.' Although the quality
of material production and the techniques in building
construction have been much improved in modern times,
most building construction work still relies on on-site labors,
which remains an old manner as same as that of ancient
times.
The development of the Computer Aided Design and
Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAD I CAM) technology in
the 2 0 th century encourages architects to incorporate the
methodology of new digital media and advanced
automation technology to solve problems in design and
construction. In this context, various design fabrication
methods and automated construction techniques have
been investigated. From late 1980s, Gehry & Partners have
been focusing on fabrication methods of fabricating metal
sheet panels for freeform construction2; Professor Lawrence
Sass and Digital Design Fabrication Group (DDFG) at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) investigate
digital fabrication methods of design and assembly for the
plywood construction, and a series of plywood cabins have
been constructed from 2004; Professor Behrokh Khoshnevis
at Information Sciences Institute of University of Southern
California (USC) have developed Contour Crafting (CC)
technology, a robotic process in which a computer
Rolf Ramcke GOinter Pfeifer, Joachim Achtziger, Konrad Zilch, Masonry Construction Manual (Birkh~user Basel,
2001).
2 According to the information from a conversation with Dennis Sheldon.
controlled crane three-dimensionally prints out additive
material layer by layer to form a building structure; from
2005, Professor Fabio Gramazio and Professor Matthias
Kohler at the Eidgen6ssische Technische Hochschule (ETH)
at Zurich have been investigating automated construction
methods by utilizing an industrial robot. These researches
in digital fabrication initiate later explorations of integrating
digital technology with design construction.
1.2 Thesis Investigation
In order to optimize a conventional process of "design -
fabrication - construction", this thesis investigates a new
process which contains three stages of automation from
parametric design to robotic assembly. Instead of produce
shop drawings from digital models and pass them to
off-site fabricators, designers generate code directly from
digital models and operate industrial robots for machining
raw material and assembling building components on site,
which will make construction an economical and efficient
"reinforcement of human intelligence and craft skills."3
1.3 Problems of Technological Application
Technological innovation sits in a significant niche in the
development of society, yet the way of applying a new
technology from a research environment to a social
community is difficult. Social constructionists Pinch and
Bijker suggest that the development of technology is a
social process: the application of technological innovation
still needs more "flexibility"4 that allows different groups in
3 C. Abel, "Ditch the Dinosaur Sanctuary: Seventeen Years On" (paper presented at the CAD and Robotics in
Architecture and Construction, Maeseilles, 1986).
4 Jameson M. Wetmore Deborah G. Johnson, ed., Technology and Society: Building Our Sociotechnical Future
(Cambridge: The MIT Press 2008).
Figure 1.1 Eskimo Igloo
Figure 1.2 Catalan Vault
Figure 1.3 Cob House
a society to use, and to redesign a technology based on
their own needs and values.
The argument of Pinch and Bijker points out that an
innovative process of developing technology relies on
flexibilities of different use, yet the application of Digital
Fabrication (DF) technology is limited by its own
methodology to some extent. Therefore, by looking at
existing problems in existing industrial processes and
digital applications in architectural construction, architects
are required to redesign a new process which meets
different demands from site.
1.3.1 Problems of Materials: Over-standardized
Historically, buildings types, fabrication materials, and
construction methods vary from site to site (Figure 1.1-1.3).
Eskimos build their buildings by stacking up ice blocks;
Catalonians use various sized adobes to make vaults;
Africans make cob buildings which are formed by rammed
mud... These differences in a long history distinguish
unique architectural forms and tectonic traditions from one
site to another.
However, a material problem caused by industrialized
construction and mass production in the 2 0 th century is
over-standardization. Most building components are
produced from a standard manufacturing pipeline, and a
limited pool of product is provided for the construction
process. Besides, industrial construction materials for
building can be rarely found around a construction site:
most of them are fabricated in off-site factories and
delivered to the construction site. Therefore, materials of
factory production not only limit the outcome of design,
but also rise up the duration and expense of manufacturing
and transportation.
1.3.2 Problems in Construction: Labor-intensive
The development of architectural construction, one of the
largest industries in the world, is far more behind other
industries. According to Andrea Deplazes and Christorph
Elsener, the manufacturing chain in an architectural
construction consists of five stages of work called "raw
materials," ... "the structure."s Although the first stage of
material manufacturing (from raw material to modular
material) takes place in factories, the rest processes
including fabrication and assembly all take place on the
construction site: according to some specific design
geometry, on-site workers measure, shape, and assemble
elements manually. Thus this longtime laboring process
between design drawings and physical buildings makes a
building construction still remains an extremely low
efficiency as the pre-industry era.
1.3.3 Problems of Tools: Pre-deterministic
Universal Computer Numerical Control (CNC) tools and
related fabrication methods cause the problem of
pre-determination in its application. As a material has some
specific property, and one CNC tool can only provide
limited operations to manufacture the material (for
instance, a 3-axis CNC router can only dill and mill certain
materials), this linear application really becomes a problem:
architects have to make their design to fit the machine's
operations, that means, to some extent, architects design
for machines.
Although many CNC tools have been used in architectural
design and construction from 1990s, 6 and various DF
s Andrea Deplazes, ed., Constructing Architecture: Materials, Processes, Structures, 2nd ed. (Birkhiuser Basel, 2009).
6 Larry Sass, Jennifer C.K. Seely, "Digital Fabrication in the Architectural Design Process" in Evolving Tools, Digital
Fabrication in Architectural Education (Ontario: University of Waterloo School of Architecture Press, 2004)
methods have been pioneered in academic schools and
research institutions, only few methods with limited
materials have been successfully brought into a general
architectural practice.
Unawarely, from design to construction, architects have
been limited by the pre-determination of digital machines.
Because on the one hand, specific fabrication methods and
manufacturing techniques already pre-decide the use of
materials (a universal CNC fabrication process is a linear
"method - material" process): based on the way of effective
production and the usage of special tools, only limited
materials can be used in one process; on the other hand,
materials at a construction site are unpredictable, and they
might be even incompatible with the DF methodology that
carried by one architect. Hence, the pre-determination of
DF processes have resulted in the difficulty in applying
digital fabrication to construction on different sites, and
architects are required to design a new process to release
them from the limitation of the old DF process.
1.4 Visioning a Non-predeterministic Process
Digital Processing
Output
Physical Processing
Figure 1.4 A new robotic process for on-site fabrication and construction
Board Material Input
Industrial Scrap
Now, the development of CAD I CAM technology and
material science enables architects to pursue a new process
to optimize the conventional way of "design - fabrication -
construction", and to incorporate innovative knowledge in
material fabrication and construction automation to solve
problems in the old process.
A new process (Figure 1.4) should start from an inversed
way: I. architects look at materials from a construction site,
and then redesign material manufacturing processes and
construction sequences of a robotic system; II. use natural
materials for construction, and optimize the construction
process based on the design intention of architects,
material properties and construction knowledge of the site.
Why do architects make this change?
Because a non-predeterministic process will free architects
from the limitation of two aspects: I. existing methodology
of digital fabrication, II. unpredictability of materials of a
construction site. Firstly, a building site has plenty natural
materials to use. For instance, natural mud is cheap and
sustainable for masonry construction. As it is easy to reach
on site, the long process of bricks making including factory
fabrication, off-site delivery, and on-site shaping can be
reduced. Secondly, since the robotic system has the
flexibility in operating various manufacturing tools, it allows
architects to redesign a more complex machining process
for on-site fabrication work. Thirdly, most design and
construction work in the new process is directly related to
robotic programming, thus it enables design with
construction, and split conventional construction work into
off-site programming and on-site robotization.
1.5 Hypothesis and Research Framework
In order to redesign a process that improves conventional
masonry design construction, and integrates DF techniques
and automation technology seemly based on the demands
of a construction site in terms of materials, tools, and local
construction knowledge, this thesis will investigate DF
strategies for brick casting and mobile assembly by
programming and operating industrial robots. Looking at
robotic facilities and natural mud as fabrication media, this
thesis will experiment a digital design fabrication method -
Robotic Masonry (RM) - to improve a conventional masonry
process.
1.5.1 Hypothesis
Three hypotheses will be examined in a hybrid context of
robotic fabrication and conventional masonry:
1. Architects will be freed from the limitation of the
pre-determination of materials in given fabrication
processes. Instead of a "method to material" approach, an
inverse fabrication method, "material to method" - from
on-site natural material (mud) to fabrication methods
(redesign a robotic process) - will conduct an optimized
solid construction7 : material property, and construction
knowledge, etc can be inputted into design at an early
stage of the new process.
2. Architects will incorporate knowledge of parametric
modeling, robotic programming, material manufacturing,
and construction automation, etc in various ways, which
allows a flexible and un-predetermined method for design.
3. A machine makes buildings. The new process could
eliminate on-site manual work by replacing it with design
work off site.
7 Also called "stereotomy,"a term drawn out by Kenneth Frampton from his study of Gottfried Semper and Eugene
Viollet le Duc. One basic archetypes in architectural history. Kenneth Frampton, Studies in Tectonic Culture: The
Poetics of Construction in Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Architecture (Cambridge: The MIT Press 2001).
1.5.2 Research Framework
The research of Robotic Masonry (RM) contains four
significant theoretical bases (Figure 1.5): Grammatical
Design Approach by George Stiny and James Gip, Physical
Grammar by Lawrence Sass, the application of robotics in
architectural construction from 1960's, and knowledge of
conventional masonry design construction. These four
bases form an optimized masonry design construction
process: Parametric Design of Automation (PMoA), Material
Fabrication of Automation (MFoA), and Robotic
Construction of Automation (RCoA).
Figure 1. 5R ewor of... PMnoAy
Figure 1.5 Research Framework of Robotic Masonry
Figure 1.6 The Method Tree of Robotic Masonry
1.5.3 Research Methods
The RM research aims to syncretize different digital
fabrication techniques, local masonry knowledge, and
construction automation technology, etc into a robotic
system (Figure 1.6) to improve a conventional masonry
process.
In order to achieve this goal, this thesis will start from a
two-sided investigation:
1. Studies in masonry history, masonry processes, and the
deficiency of masonry;
2. Researches on existing digital fabrication techniques and
applications, and strategies of on-site fabrication.
Combining these two aspects, this thesis will investigate
the RM approach for robotic processing, robotic machining,
and robotic assembling in masonry design construction. In
the RM process, architects will incorporate knowledge of
parametric modeling, robotic programming, material
manufacturing, and construction automation, etc in various
ways to improve a conventional masonry process. Most
work of RM from design to construction relates to data
processing and robot programming, which can shit
masonry process from on-site construction to off-site
design programming, therefore, labor-consuming tasks can
be largely decreased, and design geometry and material
property can be directly controlled by architects.
RM will be examined by the simulation of constructing two
masonry prototypes: Standard Brick Patterns (SBP) and
Customized Brick Patterns (CBP). In the two experiments,
the research of RM will focus on following aspects:
1. Parametric Design of Automation (PDoA):
Control system and geometric subdivision according to
construction knowledge;
Coordinate system and construction sequence for robotic
assembly;
Automation process of generating fabrication layout,
feeding layout, construction result, and robotic output.
2. Material Fabrication of Automation (MFoA):
Robotic machining methods for on-site fabrication;
Additive Process (AP) and Subtractive Process (SP) for
masonry manufacturing.
3. Robotic Construction of Automation (RCoA):
Visual simulation of rapid code;
Physical debugging;
Studies on robotic behaviors, joint configuration, and
assembly sequence.
The two experiments of RM will take place at IRB 140 and
IRB 4400, two industrial robots at the Digital Lab of Harvard
Graduate School of Design. The IRB 140 robot is a six-axis
table stationed mockup environment for simulating robotic
assembly process; the IRB 4400 robot serves as an
environment of full scale fabrication and construction, such
as mold fabrication, masonry casting, masonry milling,
picking and placing masonry units, etc.
Topics of the future application of robotic masonry will be
included in the last chapter of the thesis.
Chapter 2: Conventional Masonry
Figure 2.1 Sun-dried bricks in Mexico.
Figure 2.2 A construction site in Mali.
Figure 2.3 Rebirth bricks in China.
2.1 Introduction of Conventional Masonry Research
Conventional masonry design construction can be much
improved by the efficiency and precision of DF technology.
This chapter contains a research of conventional masonry
materials and their manufacturing processes; an analysis of
the deficiency of conventional masonry in contemporary
design and construction; this chapter also includes a
research of the similarity between masonry making and
digital machining, and a discussion on improving
conventional masonry processes through DF techniques
and Robotics.
2.2 Conventional Masonry Materials and Processes
Most masonry construction units come from natural
material (Figure 2.1-2.3). Whenever people clean river beds,
quarry natural stones, these materials such as alluvial
deposits, and hard rocks, etc have been using as masonry
material for buildings. Common masonry materials include:
stone unit, clay brick, calcium unit, silicate unit, cement unit,
and other special masonry units (e.g. high-strength units,
facing bricks, etc). Masonry materials are the most common
building materials for architectural construction, and a
large family of masonry is still increasing because of the
development of material science.
2.2.1 Clay Bricks and Stone Units
Clay and stone are two widest used masonry materials. Clay
bricks have being using for construction for more than
10,000 years. Historically, sun-dried bricks have been used
all over the world, and making clay bricks was a longtime
and laboring process until the appearance of the first brick
making machine in 1619 and the invention of mechanical
fabricating bricks in 1858.8 However, many places still
remain the means of manufacturing clay brick in a labor
process. Another basic type of masonry, stone masonry,
started from crude stone9 construction in history: ancient
people built walls by stacking up selected natural stones
with mud which act as mortar in-between units. Later on,
because of the improved skill of shaping, stone units can be
made into different forms (Figure 2.4-2.9) which joint with
other units very tightly.
• ° • .
Figur 2. tn wt' ol
Figure 2.7 Laid-dry polygon units.
Figure 2.5 Stone bedded in clay.
Figure 2.8 Mortared sawn units.
Figure 2.6 Laid-dry square units.
Figure 2.9 Laid-dry sawn units.
2.2.2 Deficiency in Conventional Masonry Processes
Conventional masonry design and construction process is a
8 Ahmad A. Hamid Robert G. Drysdale, Lawrie R. Baker Masonry Structures: Behavior and Design (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice Hall, 1994).
9 Ibid.
labor-intensive and time-consuming process. Firstly,
because of its structural and functional constrains, masonry
design forces architects to detail a scheme into the level of
each unit. Unit parameters such as length, width, thickness,
and spans, etc directly result in the form of the building,
which causes that producing or changing architecture
drawings of masonry construction in a traditional way is
extremely difficult, especially for those masonry projects
with complex geometry. Besides, masonry construction
also requires a large number of skillful craftsmen who are
experienced in measuring, cutting, shaping, plumbing, and
fixing units following the instruction of drawings. As the
secondary material manufacturing process such as cutting
and plumbing is highly time consuming, and there are
communication difficulties among craftsmen, a masonry
assembly process is quite inefficient.
Figure 2.10 The church of Jesus Christ the Worker.
Figure 2.12 Bricklaying follows scaffold and strings.Figure 2.11 Design drawings of the church.
The Church of Jesus Christ the Worker (Figure 2.10) at
Atlantida, designed by Eladio Dieste, is well-known for its
unique curved sidewall system. "Architects...like to be
given churches as it gives them the opportunity to evolve
strange shapes." 10 However, the development of the
project from design to construction is an incredibly painful
process. In order to construct the sidewall, which has an
undulating surface geometry controlled by a straight line at
bottom level and a parabola curve at roof level (Figure 2.11),[ F- 1 a complex scaffold framework and a series of string lines are
set up to define the geometry (Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.3 Variationsofbrickpanels. Each horizontal layer of the brick pattern is different, which
requests masons follows the string and scaffold system
during construction, thus the bricklaying of the church
needs sophisticated skills of adjusting mortar and aligning
bricks, which makes the construction process much
complicated. After six-year design argument and two-year
construction, the Church of Jesus Christ the Worker was
finally completed in 1960.
Figure 2.14 Parametric brick modules.
The 290 Mulberry Street Project (290) at New York City,
designed by SHoP Architects, is another complex brick
construction. In this project, parametric modeling is used as
"an office standard"" to solve complex geometries of
Figure 2.15 Rippled surface geometry. design for fabrication (Figure 2.13-2.14): brick modules,
details of bricks, rippled patterns of the surface geometry
(Figure 2.15), and other associated geometries are
generated by scripts and controlled by parametric system.
As all parameters have enough flexibility in terms of change,
design model is able to deal with very small construction
tolerance of bricks and different manufacturing parameters.
Figure 2.16 Manufacturing Panels. Although parametric modeling as a means of controlling
'~ Remo Ped reschi, Eladio Dieste - the Engineer's Contribution to Contemporary Architecture (London: Thomas Telford
Ltd 2000).
" Coren Sharples, "Unified Frontiers: Reaching out with Bim:' in ArchitecturalDesign (London: John Wiley & Sons,
2009).
complexity and detailing in design has much improved the
efficiency of the design process of this project, the medium
between design and manufacturing - shop drawings - is out
of the feedback loop of productivity. In the fabrication
process of brick panels, fabricators build their own digital
model and produce specific framework (Figure 2.16) for
each precast-concrete panels. Finally, these panels are filled
with bricks and installed by a crane on site.
At this point, architects may confront a key issue, which is
the combination of efficiency and aesthetics becomes a
new craft in masonry design construction, which requires
architects act as industrial designers and conventional
builders. But what is the approach to achieve both
efficiency and aesthetics? How do architects improve the
old craftsmanship of masonry?
2.3 Amelioration: with Digital Fabrication and Robotics
Conventional masonry processes can be much improved by
using digital technology and robotics.
For masonry design, parametric modeling will make 2D
drawings unnecessary, as each unit is controlled by its own
parameters which can be translated into precise numerical
data for digital machining.
For masonry manufacturing, there are many similarities
between a conventional process and a DF process,
therefore digital tools and DF techniques can be introduced
as a complementation of a masonry process. For instance,
clay bricks and concrete blocks are cast mixed material with
water and strengthening material in a mold, can be
considered as an additive process of manufacturing; stone
units can be shaped into desired geometry through a
subtractive process of manufacturing. Since digital tools are
driven by numerical data from parametric design stage, a
laboring on-site process including cutting and plumbing
etc can be much reduced.
For masonry assembly, the construction behavior of a
mason is such a highly repeated sequence: taking a brick
from original place, moving it to certain location for
mortaring, placing it to target place... This construction
sequence can be programmed by architects and executed
by an industrial robot, who works perfectly 24/7 for
repeated job with a high speed in dealing with the
distribution of complex brick patterns.
Chapter 3: Digital Fabrication and Digital Construction
additive stereo- material is build up
lithography from smaller units
into the intendedS0 CC)
subtractive milling, starting from a
cutting block material is
removed a piece at
a time to form the
desired shape
formative press brake forces are applied
to various points of
a pliable material
to give it a specific
shape
Figure 3.1 Digital Fabrication Principles.
3.1 Digital Fabrication (DF) Techniques
Many DF techniques are available for digital construction
from today's rapid prototyping technology. These
techniques can be categorized by different control
principles12 of processes, which vary in their fabrication
materials, product forms, manufacturing methods, and
assembly methods. Two basic processes (Figure 3.1) -
additive process and subtractive process - are most widely
used by architects from small scale prototype to large scale
construction.
12 Andreas Asperl Helmut Pottmann, Michael Hofer, Axel Kilian, Architectural Geometry (Bentley Institute Press,
2007).
3.2 Additive Process (AP)
Additive Process (AP) is defined as a Layered Manufacturing
(LM) process, in which units or layers of material aggregate
a final product. Architectural applications of AP in digital
construction are known for processes such as Contour
Crafting (CC) by Behrokh Khoshnevis, and Brick Stacking
robotics by Fabio Gramazio and Matthias Kholer, etc.
Figure 3.2 Contour Crafting products.
3.2.1 Contour Crafting (CC)
Considered as a mega-scale fabrication process, Contour
Crafting (CC), developed by Behrokh Khoshnevis at
Information Sciences Institute of University of Southern
California (USC), utilizes the advantage of CNC technology
and a Layered Manufacturing (LM) process through
Figure 3.3 Contour Crafting products. three-dimensional printing physical products of different
scale (Figure 3.2-3.3).
This layer-by-layer CC process (Figure 3.4) is very similar to
the process of 3D printing. In the CC process, computer
controlled nozzles pour materials such as polymer, ceramic
slurry, cement, etc to form a surface shell and infill it with
core structure. Compared with other traditional additive
processes, the "troweling control mechanism" 3 (Figure 3.5)
of CC - a computer controlled system with top trowel and
side trowel - has great surface smoothing capability: the
two trowels sweep and extrude ejected material with a
high speed to create extremely smooth surface structure,
which acts as a frame for core structure casting later on
(Figure 3.6-3.7).
Since CC has the potential of integrating with other robotic
facilities and fabrication technologies to form building
13 Dooil Hwang Behrokh Khoshnevis, Ke-Thia Yao, Zhenghao Yeh, "Mega-Scale Fabrication by Contour Crafting,"
International Journal of Industrial and Systems Engineering (IJISE) 1, no. 3 (2006).
components, the application of CC in architectural
construction is proposed as a mega 3D print fabrication
process, which requires a super-scale CNC crane, a giant
nozzle with troweling control mechanism, a concrete
feeding system, and other robotic systems. Because CC is
capable of fast-printing freeform construction, its building
application ranges from emergency housing, low-income
housing, to commercial housing, etc.
Figure 3.4 Analysis of the LM process of CC
Figure 3.5 CC's troweling control Figure 3.6 Printed shell as a frame Figure 3.7 Core structure
CC technology indicates that cement and other additive
material can be free formed by robotic facilities. In a
high-speed process of casting and shaping, both smooth
geometry and structural strength can be achieved. Through
a CNC-controlled nozzle, additive material can be also used
for bonding in the assembly process of parts.
Figure 3.8 Brick pattern with gaps
3.2.2 Brick Stacking
After decades' development of CAD I CAM technology and
data processing, architectural robotics is much developed
in construction recently. Various types of industrial robots
have been experimented for dealing with different
manufacturing jobs, such as laying parts, cutting and
welding, and assembling parts, etc.
Figure 3.9 Robotic bricklaying Brick stacking robotics, carried by Fabio Gramazio and
Matthias Kholer at ETH Zurich, is one of the most successful
researches in automated assembly. Considered as an
additive process, brick stacking utilizes the intelligence of
industrial robots in bricklaying complex forms and facade
patterns.
The brick facade of Winery Gantenbein is an architectural
application of brick stacking robotics. As an extension of
Figure 3.10 Pre-fabricated brick panels the small vineyard, the new service building, which
A contains a large fermentation room, is requested for
indirect light and air permeability (Figure 3.8). The facade of
the new building consists of more than 20,000 bricks,14
each of which has a particular angle and position (Figure
S 3.9), are assigned to the designed surface geometry of
three dimensional grape-like blobs to create a complex
brick pattern with gaps.
Figure 3.11 Brick pattern with gaps
14 Matthias Kholer Fabio Gramazio, Facade Gantenbein Winery, Fldsch (Switzerland), 2006 -Non-Standardised Brick
Facade (2006 [cited); available from http://www.dfab.arch.ethz.ch/web/e/forschung/52.html.
Figure 3.12 Deliver brick panels
Figure 3.13 Automated bonding
Because of the robotic mobility, which allows Gramazio and
Kohler to produce segmented brick panels (Figure3.10-3.11)
at ETH and lorry (Figure 3.12) them to construction site, the
400 square-meter brick facade is therefore subdivided into
72 panels sized 1.48 meters in height and 3.33 mater to 4.75
meter in length. 5 As each panel is different from the other,
the automation process for the robot applying bonding
agent (Figure 3.13) on brick for assembly bricks is needs to
accelerate construction speed. For each brick, bonding
agent is applied to the overlapping area with the brick
underneath. These bricks are loaded by pre-fabricated
concrete lintels, which also act as a frame for delivery.
As a digital complementation for conventional construction
processes, the advantage AP and robotics extremely
exploited both efficiency and materiality in a digital process,
which includes data automation and physical automation
in designing and constructing complex geometry.
3.3 Subtractive Process (SP)
Subtractive Process (SP) is a manufacturing process in
which material is removed from solid blocks or sheets by
cutting, milling, etc and remainder is left to be the desired
form. In this layer-by-layer removing process, machinable
materials such as wood, stone, etc can be processed
directly from a natural form to designed geometry.F16F
Techniques of SP including cutting, milling, etc reveal the
precision and flexibility of CNC tooling in shaping material
into various three-dimensional building components.
1s Ibid.
16 Andreas Asperl Helmut Pottmann, Michael Hofer, Axel Kilian, Architectural Geometry (Bentley Institute Press,
2007).
Figure 3.14 The Blob Wall Installation
Figure 3.15 Polymer parts Figure 3.16 Multi-axis milled joints Figure 3.17 Assembly process
3.3.1 Blob Wall
Blob Wall, designed by Greg Lynn, is a modular wall system
(Figure 3.14), which is aggregated by a large amount of
lightweight parts that are made of recyclable and impact
resistant polymer 17 (Figure 3.15).
Since each polymer part has a special location and
orientation in a three-dimensional space, the joints on one
part vary from those on the other, which requires a more
17 Azure Magazine, Blob Wall (2008 [cited); available from
http://www.materia.nl/583.0.html?&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=1 84&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=566&cHash=791
e3336b5.
Degree-Of-Freedom (DOF)' 18 machining method to cut out
notches by removing polymer material from different
intersection areas. As a result, all parts are fixed on a
standard type of wood tripod (Figure 3.16), and a multi-axis
milling method is applied precisely according to surface
geometry of each part to create these snap-in notches
(Figure 3.17) for assembly.
Figure 3.18 Slanted punching
3.3.2 Perforated Wall
From 2006, a series of screen research projects, which aim
to investigate the possibility of using SP to shape 1:1 scale
building components from rigid material, have taken place
at ETH Zurich. Various types of screen structure are
produced by using different strategies of SP for shaping.
Figure 3.19 Perforation affect
The Perforated Wall project is produced through punching
holes (Figure 3.18) on concrete panels. Because of a large
repetition of holes which vary in four parameters (position,
deflection, rotation, and size), manufacturing such building
components is irrealizable by labors. Processing data of
individual geometry, a milling robot carries SP to create a
two-sided perforated wall with different visual characters
(Figure 3.19).
Figure 3.20 Algorithmic patterns
In the Disintegrated Wall project, another approach of SP is
applied to produce perforated screen structure for
buildings. Algorithmic polygonal division (Figure 3.20) of
the Voronoi diagram 19 is applied on both surfaces of each
panel to control the geometry of openings. Afterwards,
large three-dimensional polygonal openings from design
are created by pliable multi-degree removing voids from a
Figure 3.21 Concrete milling large concrete panel (Figure 3.21), and variations of
aperture are produced by using the same strategy of SP.
18Andreas Asperl Helmut Pottmann, Michael Hofer, Axel Kilian, Architectural Geometry (Bentley Institute Press, 2007).
19 Matthias Kholer Fabio Gramazio, The Disintegrated Wall, Eth ZOirich, 2007- Elective Course Winter Semester
2006/2007 (2007 [cited); available from http://www.dfab.arch.ethz.ch/web/e/lehre/87.html.
3.4 On-site Fabrication
Since the current CAD I CAM technology enables architects
to become a "master of crafts,"20 and many architects have
started the exploration toward a more economical
fabrication process of making buildings.
Many reasons cause the investigation of on-site fabrication.
Firstly, although various digital tools in factory are available
for architects, the issue of economical fabrication is still
confronting architects: delivering most tools to
construction site is non-feasible; a large number of
per-fabricated building elements from factories will rise up
the construction fee of a project. More over, pre-fabricated
elements are generally in a large scale and irregular
geometry, which will cause the difficulty of delivery. As the
cost of material delivery keeps going higher from year to
year, many architects have started looking at innovative
fabrication processes on site.
3.5 Instant Cabin (IC)
In 2004, Digital Design Fabrication Group (DDFG), directed
by Lawrence Sass (Larry), started a series of research
projects called "Instant Cabin" (IC). The goal of these
researches is to find a cheap and fast process for
customized housing production by using CNC technology.
In IC, Larry proposes a process (Figure 3.22) for
manufacturing and constructing plywood architecture on
site. This process consists of five design stages called
"shape design," "design development," "evaluation,"
20 A term that describes the dominant role of architects in the whole production process from design to
construction. Kevin Klinger Branko Kolarevic, ed., Manufacturing Material Effects: Rethinking Design and Making in
Architecture (New York, London: Routledge, 2008).
"fabrication," and "construction,"F21F and all of them can
take place in an on-site scenario: after the design of initial
prototype and variations, a generative subdivision is made
based on a grammatical wood frame approach. As all parts
of IC are all flattened packed pieces which can be laid out
on and cut from 4' x 8' plywood sheets (Figure 3.23), the
process of evaluation and shipping is an "immediate
implementation"; F22F Parts are connected with a limited
number of joints that can be manually assembled by using
general crafts tools such as rubber hammer, and screws are
not need since joints interlock each other and work tightly
Fiaure 3.22 IC manufacturina Drocess through friction.
Figure 3.23 Cut she ts of IC
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fact that by taking advantage of CAD I CAM technology,
architects not only can create various types of materiality in
fabrication processes, but also are able to produce 1:1 scale
building components that directly associate with designed
geometry from on-site fabrication, which allows a more
economical manufacturing process integrated with
conventional fabrication advantages on construction sites.
In order to free design from a pre-deterministic
methodology of DF, architects are required to explore a
more flexible process which fits demands of various sites
and can be redesigned by different users. Besides, although
a lot digital tools are available in different factories,
delivering all the tools to construction site is not feasible.
Architects still need a powerful and intelligent fabrication
system such as robotic machining system to deal with
different redesigned processes on site.
Chapter 4: Robotic Masonry
4.1 Introduction of Architectural Robotics
i oW~ Some researchers of Artificial Intelligence (Al) in 1960s
Iexplored language controlled automated machinery, which
launched the later research and application of constructionI W automation and robotic technology in architecture, such as
Jk ,w n the research of construction robots by Japanese Industrial
Figure 4.1 A vision of robot bricklaying Robot Association (JIRA) In 1970s,.2 3 mobile bricklaying
(Figure 4.1) research by many German institutes from 1980s.
Architectural robotics is not only a benefit of productivity
and automation, but also a force for architects to pursue a
technology-driven architecture. Based on previous
researches, this chapter explores Robotic Masonry (RM)
methods (such as parametric design for masonry, design
robotic processes, on-site robotic manufacturing, and
on-site robotic assembly, etc) for masonry design and
construction.
4.2 Robotic Machining
Compared with conventional CNC tools and processes,
robotic machining has many advantages that benefit
on-site construction. Firstly, its flexibility (both in DOF and
in multiple material handling) of machining enables
producing parts with nonstandard geometry take place on
site; secondly, rather than dealing with a monotonous CNC
task, industrial robot has more intelligence in processing
data and implementing multiple tasks in a sequence, which
shows the possibility of simplifying fabrication and
assembly process by using fewer machines and smaller
space; moreover, the mobility of robot allows architects to
23 Y. Hasegawa, "Robotization of Reinforced Concrete Building Construction in Japan" (paper presented at the CAD
and Robotics in Architecture and Construction, Marseilles, 1986).
Figure 4.2 Surface curvature analyses
Figure 4.3 U V subdivision
Figure 4.4 The brick pattern of SBP
Figure 4.5 The brick pattern of CBP
move it to any place on a construction site, or deliver it to
different construction sites, thus the delivery cost on
off-site fabricated parts, digital tools, etc can be largely
reduced.
4.3 Robotic Masonry (RM) Process
By using Robotic machining, the author investigates a
generic method - Robotic Masonry (RM) - for freeform
masonry design and construction in this section. Two
physical prototypes - Standard Brick Patterns (SBP) and
Customized Brick Patterns (CBP) - are presented in this
chapter to demonstrate the automated approach in this
new "design - fabrication - construction" process, which
incorporates the knowledge of conventional masonry,
parametric modeling, robotic fabrication, and automated
construction.
The RM approach consists of three phases of automation:
Parametric Design of Automation (PMoA), Material
Fabrication of Automation (MFoA), and Robotic
Construction of Automation (RCoA).
Phase I, Parametric Design of Automation (PDoA). The
design geometry is created in Digital Project (DP) with a
control surface with Gaussian curvature in both U and V
direction (Figure 4.2) for the form generation of wall. The
control surface is subdivided into contour curves whose
spacing equals the thickness of the cast bricks (Figure 4.3).
For different sites, this spacing parameter can be changed
(which will change the size of bricks) based on the
properties of local mud, the convention of construction
knowledge, etc. The subdivision also varies from a
structural performance of the wall (Figure 4.4-4.5).
A brick module, which consists of the information of X, Y,
and Z vectors, surface geometry, and geometric center, is
created in DP as a basic module for visualization. The
Figure 4.6 Graphical simulation
Figure 4.7 Programming simulation
Instantiation among different brick coordinates are made to
get fabrication layout, feeding layout, and construction
result. The vector information among the instantiations of
fabrication layout, feeding layout, and construction
generates rapid code which contains the information of
paths of movements and the consequence of actions for
robots.
Phase II, Material Fabrication of Automation (MFoA). The
rapid code generated from DP in PDoA can be directly used
in the material fabrication process on site. The fabrication
layout is used as molds for casting mud bricks by an
additive end effecter of robots, and it also serves as a
physical coordinate frame to control a precise physical
location for robots to pick up bricks according to their
digital place. The feeding layout is created as an alternative
for robots that has smaller working area: by
three-dimensional packing cast frame with bricks inside,
the working area on a construction site can be minimized.
Phase III, Robotic Construction of Automation (RCoA). The
rapid code from PDoA is inputted into Robot Studio,
software in which the construction process can be visually
simulated. In Robot Studio, a graphical simulation
environment (Figure 4.6) and a programming simulation
environment (Figure 4.7) are provided for architects and
programmers. Afterwards, the physical debugging, a
process that played a significant role in learning mechanical
behaviors and construction sequence for final product
assembly, takes place at physical prototyping stage when
the configuration of robotic joints, the speed of robotic
movement, and the fillet radius, etc are adjusted based on
the observation of the physical simulation process. Finally,
architects and programmers revised digital data to secure
robots a better performance for final assembly.
These three phases of RM established a process of
automation that links design, fabrication, and construction.
Two physical prototypes - Standard Brick Patterns (SBP) and
Figure 4.8 IRB 140
Customized Brick Patterns (CBP) - are experimented for
designing and constructing complex masonry structure.
4.4 Operating IRB 140 and IRB 4400
Standard Brick Pattern (SBP) and Customized Brick Pattern
(CBP) are prototyped at the working area of IRB 140 (Figure
4.8) and IRB 4400 (Figure 4.9), two six-axis stationed
industrial robots at the Digital Lab of Harvard Graduated
School of Design. These two multipurpose robots can
perform multi-rotation milling, water-jet cutting, and
additive material adding, block material handling, etc with
a specific end effecter for the related process. The toolkit
effect of a industrial robot for different actions in a complex
fabricating process now enables an integration of advanced
fabrication technologies (such as CC, BS, etc) in a
redesigned process for constructing complex masonry
geometry.
Figure 4.9 IRB 4400
Figure 4.10 The origin
z /Z /
point and physical coordinate system
Both IRB 140 and IRB 4400 recognize design geometry and
assembly path in a three dimensional space where the
origin is set at the stationed point (Figure 4.10) between
robots and working ground. The programming language
for the operation of robot is called Rapid Code, which
contains the information of designed paths and target
points, quaternion of orientation, configuration of joints,
fillet radius, the sequence of movements, etc.
For instance, if a paragraph of rapid code shows as below:
%%% Movement %%%
PROC Path 1 1 ()
MoveJ
Target_Standard 1 UP, v1000, zl 00,
RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobjO;
ENDPROC
CONST robtarget
%%% Quaternion %%%
Target_Standard_ U P:=[[203.6,-550,300],[8.715763992105
24E-33,0.707106781186547,0.707106781186548,8.6592745
7071935E-1 71,[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
It tells a robot to execute one movement called "Path 1 1"
by using the type of action "MoveJ" with a speed of
1000mm/s and a fillet radius z of 100mm to move to the
target point "TargetStandardI_UP", whose location is
defined as (203.6, -550, 300) in the Cartesian frame with the
orientation described as quaternion as follows for
placement:
[8.71576399210524E-33, -
0.707106781186547, -
0.707106781186548, -
8.65927457071935 E- 7]
In this movement, the configuration of joints is [-1, 0, 0, 0].
Based on the report of the physical debugging, it can be
replaced by new configuration to attain a better
performance in movement. The Robot will stop moving
while reaching target "Target_Standard lUP", until they
receive other sets of subsequent data to execute.
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Figure 4.11 Standard Brick Pattern (SBP)
The first prototype of RM: Screen Structure
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Figure 4.12 Customized Brick Patterns (CBP)
The second prototype of RM: Solid Structure
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4.5 Two Prototypes of RM
Figure 4.13 A brick module in DP
Figure 4.13 Construction result of SBP
Figure 4.14The feeding layout of SBP
Standard Brick Patterns (SBP), a screen wall, is the first
prototype (Figure 4.11) of RM exploration. By using
standard cast bricks to form complex masonry geometry,
SBP tentatively sets up an automation process among
PMoA - MFoA - RCoA for the second experiment of RM
(Figure 4.12), Customized Brick Patterns (CBP), and it also
works as a physical debugging process for the assembly of
CBP.
Phase I, Parametric Design of Automation (PDoA):
A brick module, which consists of the information of X, Y,
and inversed Z vectors24 (Figure 4.13), surface geometry,
and geometric center, is created in DP for generating
construction result and fabrication layout later on.
The geometry of the construction result of SBP is generated
by assigning standard bricks onto its control surface, which
is generated by curves in u and v direction (Figure 4.3). The
horizontal contours (u direction) with a spacing which
equals the thickness of the brick module, is generated
based on properties of the local mud; vertical curves (v
direction) control the physical balance of the wall from the
conventional construction knowledge: balance parameters
are set up in between a maximum angle and a minimal
angle to control the curvature of v curves. In this process,
once the relation between the number of bricks and the
total length of each contour curve is set, and a series of
points for subdividing the control surface can be generated
by knowledge pattern. Then a set of axes with orientations
are generated based on a series of normal planes of
contour curves. Afterwards, the brick module is applied to
all subdivision points on contours based on "axis to axis"
translations, which form a construction result that is
24 The inversed Z vector indicates that the gripper is facing downwards when picking bricks from the preset brick
stacks.
instantiated with the brick module (Figure 4.13).
Figure 4.15 Paths generation
Figure 4.16 The axis set of SBP
Figure 4.17 The axis set of CBP
The fabrication layout of SBP is generated as an
instantiation with the standard brick in the same way with
construction result. In order to accommodate bricks
efficiently for stationed robots in a small working area, a
feeding layout (Figure 4.14) is created as an efficient
alternative for robot of small work area: stacking up cast
bricks can minimize the occupied working area.
The paths of robot are generated from a piece of code that
obtain information from the instantiated sets of axes
between construction result and the fabrication I feeding
layout (Figure 4.15). The serial number of each axis defines
the construction order by number in a sequence. For
instance, Axis1_1 in construction result, middle point axis,
and Axis 1_1 in feeding layout created a path called "1-1"
for the robot arm, and these axes and their quaternions
indicated the location and orientation of the target
placement. Paths such as "1-2," "1-3," etc are also generated
in the same way. At last, Information of geometric sets of
axis was outputted from DP into rapid code for robotic
operations.
As a result, the path information for robots is related to the
instantiation of axes rather than geometries (Figure
4.16-4.17). This discovery makes customized geometry of
CBP bricks become possible and reasonable for its process.
Since the movement of the robotic gripper only
corresponds to the information of axes setssss, different
geometries can be generated with the same axis set. Thus, a
solid structure aggregated by bricks of different customized
geometries that associate with design geometry in
construction result can be built through getting rapid code
from axes sets as same as SBP.
Phase II, Material Fabrication of Automation (MFoA).
The rapid code generated from DP is used to operate
Figure 4.18 Glue-lamination
Figure 4.19 Robotic milling
Figure 4.20 Making molds
robots milling molds and casting bricks. The molds are
milled from glue-lamination (Figure 4.18) of sheet material
(such as plywood sheet, cardboard, foam core, etc) through
a subtractive process (Figure 4.19-4.20). Afterwards, the
frame of mold is used for robotic casting bricks through an
additive end effecter. The milled molds also work as a
physical coordinate system to control the precise physical
location of bricks. As robots pick up bricks according to
their digital place, the physical frame of molds holds bricks
inside, which can avoid unpredicted movement on site.
Through a series of feeding layouts, bricks can be easily cast
and stacked up for robotic assembly.
Phase III, Robotic Construction of Automation (RCoA).
Simulating rapid code in Robot Studio is a visual
construction process, in which the visual gripper moves
along paths among target points that are defined by the
code. Paths share a same medium point at which bricks get
bonding agent.
After this visual simulation, a physical test take place at IRB
140 in order to adjust the configuration of robotic joints,
the speed of arm movement, the fillet radius, and the
waiting time for gripper open and close, etc. The
observation results of errors are analyzed and the rapid
code is amended based on physical experience. Then the
revised code is physically debugged again until no error
left.
Finally, the optimized digital data is processed for the
automatic assembly of the masonry structure SBP and CBP
(Figure 4.21-4.22).
IA
Figure 4.21 The automatic assembly process of SBP
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Figure 4.22 The automatic assembly process of CBP
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4.6 On-site RM Stategies
Figure 4.23 3D packing molds
Figure 4.24 Molds with cast bricks inside
Figure 4.25 Molds with cast bricks inside
Figure 4.26 Molds in a container
As an industrial robot is capable to execute multiple
sequences of tasks, processes of manufacturing and
assembling bricks on site can be achieved by one
integrated robotic system.
4.6.1 A Three-dimensional Packing System
Any laminated sheet material found from site (such as
plywood, cardboard, foam sheet, metal sheet, etc) can be
used for making the molding system to cast bricks. This
molding system can be easily operated for casting, feeding,
and delivering.
An efficient solution for generating and controlling the
molding system is packing molds within a three
dimensional polyhedron container, which is stack up by flat
sheets which constrain cast bricks within the boundary
frame (Figure 4.23-4.25). In each flat sheet bricks can be
randomly distributed to fill its max area, which allows a
given number of bricks (instantiated with the constructed
wall) to be put in a minimized volume. Since different forms
and sizes can be milled from the three-dimensional packing
system (any freeform brick can be cast), and the form of
molding system can associate with the form of container
(Figure 4.26) or the form of the working area of a
construction site (economical packing), this
three-dimensional packing system affords much flexibility
for casting, assembling, and delivering.
The translation between three-dimensional packing and
two-dimensional flattening is set based on the instantiation
of feeding bricks and construction bricks. Since the paths of
robotic automation are linked, the form of the packing
system can be free in shape and economical in volume.
4.6.2 Manufacturing and Assembling
Manufacturing and assembling processes all take place on
site (Figure 4.27-4.38). Since an industrial robot can be
easily delivered to a construction site and natural mud is
available everywhere, the complex masonry construction
work, which is now controlled by pre-programmed
language in rapid cope, can be easily organized and quickly
finished by the robot.
An on-site manufacturing and assembly process of robotic
masonry can be achieved by following steps:
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Figure 4.27 Step 01. Find sheet material from site
Figure 4.28 Step 02. Laminate sheets together
Figure 4.29 Step 03. Mill molds
Figure 4.30 Step 04. Cast bricks robotically
Figure 4.31 Step 05. Repeat casting
Figure 4.32 Step 06. Cast other bricks unit the first set get
dry
Figure 4.33 Step 07. Finish casting
Figure 4.34 Step 08. Construct the first set of brick
Figure 4.35 Step 09. Construct the second set of bricks
Figure 4.36 Step 10. Construct the third set of bricks
Figure 4.37 Step 11. Construct the fourth set of bricks
Figure 4.38 Step 12. Finish construction
Chapter 5: Evaluation and Conclusion
5.1 The Evaluation of RM
Conventional Masonry (CM) is simulated in a typical CNC
process: Two-dimensional shop drawings are produced
from parametric models, cut by laser cutter, and assembled
manually. Standard Brick Pattern (SBP) and Customized
Brick Pattern (CBP) are two typical prototypes of Robotic
Masonry (RM) investigated by the author. Since design,
manufacturing, and assembly are automatically controlled
by Parametric Design of Automation (PDoA), Material
Fabrication of Automation (MFoA), and Robotic
Construction of Automation (RCoA), any change in the
whole process can be easily made by designers and
informed to robots, and the feedback loop between
designers and builders has been much shortened (Figure
6.1).
Design Concept-]
Parametric Modeling
Shop Drawing
Fabrication-Prep
Machining
Assembly
Total
15 min
150 min
45 min
Figure 5.1 The time table of CM, SBP, and CBP.
SBP
15 min
60 min
N/A
68 min
40 min
6 min
195 mninII3om,. I
LZIIm~oX
CBP
15 rmin
60 min
1 i70 min
S 42 min
5 min
197 min
Compared with a conventional masonry (CM) design and
construction process, the two prototypes of Robotic
Figure 5.2 CBP masonry structure.
Figure 5.3 CBP masonry structure.
Figure 5.4 CBP masonry structure.
Masonry (RM) have much reduced the time cycle between
design and construction. In the experiment of Standard
Brick Pattern (SBP) and Customized Brick Pattern (CBP), the
work of shop drawing and labor assembly, which takes
most time in a conventional masonry process (390 minutes
in a 548-minute process), is becoming not necessary now.
5.2 Contributions of RM
1. RM presents a non-predeterministic method which
incorporates conventional masonry knowledge and
automated construction process for complex masonry
design and construction. Parametric model generates code
for robotic construction - it makes shop drawing
unnecessary; it accomplishes a link of automation "PMoA -
MFoA - RCoA" in the process of "design - fabrication -
construction."
2. RM is a combination of different digital fabrication
techniques (AP, SP, etc) for a multi-step task. This
mason-like process is able to manage construction from
material manufacturing to automated assembly. In this
process, different-sized bricks can be cast easily and quickly,
which enables a smooth freeform masonry structure
without gaps (Figure 6.2-6.4).
3. Neither a conventional CNC process to cut specific
geometry and to assemble parts by labors, nor an industrial
robotic picking-placing process, RM is a new approach that
integrates digital technology, mass customization, and
material ecology for on-site construction: bricks is
robotically cast from natural mud and automatically
assembled into design geometry.
Chapter 6: Application and Exploration in Future
6.1 Thesis Exploration
The research involved in this thesis points out a generic
computational method for the design and construction of
complex masonry system in an on-site robotic context: RM
in the process of "design - fabrication - construction,"
indicates that both design automation and machining
automation in robotics benefit conventional masonry
processes.
With the new development of digital technology, the
boundary of an old system will be broken, and architects
are required to search for more and more innovative
methodologies for design and construction. Future
research of RM can be continued in the following
directions:
6.2.1 Robotic Intelligence: Visioning System
Most of current robotic construction is based on
pre-programmed data (pre-deterministic information),
however, the robot itself has no intelligence to respond to
uncertain physical errors. Since the precision of
manufacturing, picking, and assembling would be
decreased by certain amount on construction sites, existing
robotic system needs more intelligence in terms of reacting
to changes from the physical world. Thus, Al technologies
such as sensor system, three-dimensional scanning, and
image processing, etc can be integrated in architectural
robotics to achieve a smart visioning system for a more
complex automation. Besides, current robotics also needs
graphical intelligence to react to any design change.
Figure 6.1 Plan sectiol
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6.2.2 Structural Performance: Strength and Balance
Masonry structure is normally reinforced by concrete parts
and steel members (Figure 6.1), and such construction work
requests complex masonry skills in a conventional process.
How to process it robotically will need to be explored in the
future.
Structural balance (Figure 6.2) is another key issue in
masonry construction, especially for those masonry
buildings with complex geometry. Although large-scale
prototype and physical test can improve robotic
construction, a full-scale simulation is not feasible for a
building construction. Thus, various structural algorithms
need to be employed in the process of design computation.
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Figure 6.2 San Juan de Avtla - bending
Figure 6.2 San Juan de Avila - bending
6.2.3 Geometric Optimization: Subdivision
Because of structural and functional constrains, the
geometry of masonry building might be much more
rigorous than other structure system. In the parametric
system of current RM, the subdivision of curves and the
corner geometry are controlled by parameters with
freedom in design. Geometrically, these parameters can be
bmning moments due to self weight
Figure 6.3 Atalantida roof construction
Figure 6.4 German Gaussian vault
optimized based on the structural performance of the
building.
6.2.4 Other Applications: Roof and Truss
As the most complex work in masonry construction,
building roof structure with its supporting truss needs
sophisticated masonry skills and much communication
among machines and builders (Figure 6.3-6.4), because
elements are difficult to assemble against the unbalance
and movement caused by gravity. The existing
pre-programmed robotic behavior is not able to react to
any unpredictable movement and to adjust its action
accordingly. Therefore, a robotic method for constructing
complex systems such roof and truss structure needs to be
explored in the future.
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Appendix I - Rapid Generator
Dim MyDoc As PartDocument
Dim MySel As Selection
Dim MyPart As Part
Sub CATMaino
Dim SourceAxisArr() As Variant
Dim DestAxisArr() As Variant
'ReDim SourceAxisArr(O)
'ReDim DestAxisArr(O)
Set MyDoc = CATIA.ActiveDocument: Set MyPart = MyDoc.Part: Set MySel = MyDoc.Selection
Set MyHSFactory = MyPart.HybridShapeFactory: Set MyHybridBodies = MyPart.Hybrid Bodies
SourceAxisArr = GetAxesFromGeoSet(GeoSetSource)
DestAxisArr = GetAxesFromGeoSet(GeoSetDest)
Appendix II - Rapid Code for SBP (PT1)
C.1 Rapid Code of Robotic Prototype 1 - Standard Brick Patterns
%%%
VERSION: 1
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE Modulel
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1_U P:=[[403.6,-550,300],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0
.707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-I 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
PERS tooldata RAD_AL21 00:=[TRUE,[[0,0,121 ],[1,0,0,0]],[0.17,[0,0,1 ],[1 ,0,0,0],0,0,0]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _1 :=[[403.6,-550,216],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E- 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Medium:=[[500,-200,450],[4.32963728535968E-1 7,0.707106781186547,0.707106
781186548,4.32963728535968E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1_1_UP:=[[65.8000000000003,605.5,137],[8.53908831341688E-1 8,0.529919
264233204,0.848048096156426,6.68656536720661 E-i 7],[-2,0,-1,7],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,
9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_1 _1:=[[22,535.55,37],[9.50365179223313E-1 8,0.518773258160521,0.854911
870672947,6.58548316122014E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetStandard_2_UP:=[[303.6,-550,300,[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0
.707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E- 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _2:=[[403.6,-550,180],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E- 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1_2_UP:=[[1 34.6,464.4,137],[8.53908831341685E-1 8,0.529919264233204,0.
848048096156426,6.68656536720661 E-I 7],[-2,0,-1 ,7],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_1_2:=[[1 08.7,368.9,37],[9.50365179223317E-1 8,0.518773258160521,0.85491
1870672947,6.58548316122014E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetStandard_SMALL_UP:=[[403.6,-657,300],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.70710678118
6547,0.707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_SMALL_1 :=[[403.6,-657,144],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.7071067811865
47,0.707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E91];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_SMALL_1 UP:=[[1 79.4,372.5,137],[9.30724570237608E-1 8,0.5210096318405
76,0.853550797275328,6.60548302623018E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_SMALL_1 :=[[1 8.0000000000001,554.9,73],[5.92021881918573E-1 7,0.465614
520325111,0.884987637463042,3.80399881409374E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9
E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _3:=[[403.6,-550,144],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_1 3_UP:=[[274,322.5,137],[4.60550263122379E-1 7,0.179660748593192,0.98
3728628949536,5.38319569330127E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1 _3:=[[255.6,270.5,37],[4.63201524066975E-1 7,0.177084740319583,0.98419
5607969242,5.38792543893089E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1_4:=[[403.6,-550,108],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1 4_UP:=[[420.9,267,137],[4.60550263122379E-1 7,0.179660748593192,0.98
3728628949536,5.38319569330127E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_l 4:=[[431.6,205.2,37],[4.63201524066975E-1 7,0.177084740319583,0.98419
5607969242,5.38792543893089E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Sta ndard_LARGE_UP:=[[503.6,-515,300],[4.32963728535968E-1 7,0.707106781186
547,0.707106781186548,4.32963728535968E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetStandard_LARGE_1 :=[[503.6,-515,216],[4.32963728535968E-l 7,0.7071067811865
47,0.707106781186548,4.32963728535968E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_LARGE_1 UP:=[[539.8,174.5,137],[-8.41825085596848E-1 7,0.853095805649
494,-0.521754296947559,2.0288145842074E-1 7],[0,0,-2,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_LARGE_1 :=[[539.8,174.5,37],[8.41825085596848E-1 7,0.853095805649494,-0.
521754296947559,2.0288145842074E-1 7],[0,0,-2,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1_5:=[[403.6,-550,72],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.7
07106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1_5_UP:=[[598.4,67.4000000000002,137],[1.03063356076456E-1 7,0.509792
360945518,0.860297476877385,6.50661289071506E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9
E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1 _5:=[[534.2,56.2000000000001,37],[9.63554542487885E-1 8,0.5172803660
85636,0.855815998250974,6.57221170686835E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _6:=[[403.6,-550,36],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.7
07106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall 1 _6_UP:=[[673.8,-70.1999999999999,137],[1.03063356076456E-1 7,0.509792
360945518,0.860297476877385,6.50661289071506E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9
E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_ 1 6:=[[621.7,-109.9,37],[9.63554542487887E-1 8,0.517280366085636,0.8558
15998250974,6.57221170686835 E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
PROC Path_1_0()
MoveJ Target_Start,v 1000,zl 00,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobjO;
MoveJ Target_Test,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard 1 UP,vl 000,zl00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobjO;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_ 1_l1()
MoveJ TargetStandard_1 _1,vl 00,zO,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset D010_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetStandard_ 1UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall _1_1 _2_UP,v1 000,z 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wa ll1 _1,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall_1 _1 2UP,vl 000,zl00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard 1 UP,vl000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_1()20
MoveJ Target_Standard_l _2,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall1 2_2_UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_1 _2,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall1 _2_2_UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard 1 UP, v1000,z100,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_l1_30
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _3,v1 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetStandard_1 _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_1 _3_2_UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall_13,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetWall_1_3_2_UP, v1000,zl00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _UP,vl000,zl00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path 1 4()
MoveJ TargetStandard_1 _4,v1 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetMedium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall _1 _4_2_UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_1_4,vi 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall _1 _4_2_UP,vl000,z1 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z1 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard_1_UP, v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_15()
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _5,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetStandard_1 _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall_1 _5_2_UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall_1_5,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO D01 0_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetWall 1 _5_2_UP,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard_ _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_ 16()
MoveJ Target_Standard_ _6,v1 00,zO,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard1 UP,v 1000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetMedium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall 1 62 UP, v1000,z00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall 1 6,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall 1 6_2_UP,vl000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetMedium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetStandard_Small_UP,v1 000,z 100,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_StartO
MoveJ Target_Medium,v200,zl 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
Path1 _0;
Path 1 1;
Path_l1 2;
Path_l1_3;
Path_1_4;
Path_l_5;
Path_1_6;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE
Appendix III - Rapid Code for CBP (PT1)
C.2 Rapid Code of Robotic Prototype 2 - Customized Brick Patterns
%%%
VERSION: 2
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
%%%
MODULE Modulel
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1_U P:=[[203.6,-550,300],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0
.707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
PERS tooldata RAD_AL21 00:=[TRUE,[[0,0,1 21 ],[1,0,0,0]],[0.17,[0,0,1 ],[1 ,0,0,0],0,0]];
CONST robtarget
TargetStandard_1 1 :=[[203.6,-550,216],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Medium:=[[500,-200,450],[4.32963728535968E-1 7,0.707106781186547,0.707106
781186548,4.32963728535968E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1_1_UP:=[[65.8000000000003,605.5,137],[8.53908831341688E-1 8,0.529919
264233204,0.848048096156426,6.68656536720661 E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9
E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_1 1:=[[65.8000000000002,605.5,37],[8.53908831341689E-1 8,0.5299192642
33204,0.848048096156426,6.68656536720661 E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_2_UP:=[[203.6,-707,300],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0
.707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1_2:=[[203.6,-707,216],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0], [9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1 _2_UP:=[[1 34.6,464.4,137],[8.53908831341685E-1 8,0.529919264233204,0.
848048096156426,6.68656536720661 E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall _12:=[[1 34.6,464.4,37],[8.53908831341684E-1 8,0.529919264233204,0.84804
8096156426,6.68656536720661 E-I 7],[0,0,1 ,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_SMALL_UP:=[[403.6,-495,300],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.70710678118
6547,0.707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_SMALL_1 :=[[403.6,-495,216],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.7071067811865
47,0.707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_SMALL_1 UP:=[[1 79.4,372.5,137],[9.30724570237608E-1 8,0.5210096318405
76,0.853550797275328,6.60548302623018E-1 7],[0,0,1,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9];
CONST robtarget
TargetWa II_SMALL_1 :=[[1 79.4,372.5,37],[2.0361 6012049447E-1 7,0.521009631840576,0.
853550797275328,8.41647717604074E-1 7],[0,0,1 ,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _3:=[[203.6,-550,180],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E- 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_1 3_UP:=[[274,322.5,137],[4.60550263122379E-1 7,0.179660748593192,0.98
3728628949536,5.38319569330127E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1 3:=[[274,322.5,37],[4.92333317594434E-1 7,0.179660748593192,0.983728
628949536,7.12347011854142E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E911;
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _4:=[[203.6,-707,180],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935 E-1 71,[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1_4_UP:=[[420.9,267,137],[4.60550263122379E-1 7,0.179660748593192,0.98
3728628949536,5.38319569330127E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]1;
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1 4:=[[420.9,267,37],[4.60550263122379E-1 7,0.179660748593192,0.983728
628949536,5.38319569330127E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_LARGE_UP:=[[503.6,-515,300],[4.32963728535968E-1 7,0.707106781186
547,0.707106781186548,4.32963728535968E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_LARGE_1 :=[[503.6,-515,216],[4.32963728535968E-l 7,0.7071067811865
47,0.707106781186548,4.32963728535968E-1 7],[-1 ,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_LARGE_1 _UP:=[[539.8,174.5,137],[-8.41825085596848E-1 7,0.853095805649
494,-0.521754296947559,2.0288145842074E-1 7],[0,0,-2,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_LARGE_1 :=[[539.8,174.5,37],[8.41825085596848E-1 7,0.853095805649494,-0.
521754296947559,2.0288145842074E-1 7],[0,0,-2,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1_5:=[[203.6,-550,144],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_1_5_UP:=[[598.4,67.4000000000002,137],[1.03063356076456E-1 7,0.509792
360945518,0.860297476877385,6.50661289071506E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9
E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall_ 15:=[[598.4,67.4,37],[2.14615396008706E-1 7,0.509792360945518,0.860297
476877385,8.38910360352698E-1 7],[0,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Standard_1 _6:=[[203.6,-707,144],[8.71576399210524E-33,0.707106781186547,0.
707106781186548,8.65927457071935E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
CONST robtarget
TargetWall_1_6_UP:=[[673.8,-70.1999999999999,137],[1.03063356076456E-1 7,0.509792
360945518,0.860297476877385,6.50661289071506E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9
E9]];
CONST robtarget
Target_Wall 1 6:=[[673.8,-70.1999999999999,37],[1.03063356076456E-1 7,0.5097923609
45518,0.860297476877385,6.50661289071506E-1 7],[-1,0,0,0],[9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9,9E9]];
PROC Path_ 11()
MoveJ Target_Standard_l1 _UP, v1 000,zl 00,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard_l1 _1,vl 00,zO,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 UP,vl 000,zl 00,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall 1 UP, v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall 1 _1,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall 1_1 U1 P,v1 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard 2 UP,vl000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path1_2()
MoveJ Target_Standard_l _2,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard2_UP,vl 000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall 1 _2UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWa ll_1 _2,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall_1_2_UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetMedium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard_SMALL_UP,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_ 1SMALL()
MoveJ Target_Standard_SMALL_1,v100,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard_SMALL_UP, v1000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_SMALL_1 _UP,v1000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wa II_SMALL_1 ,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetWall_SMALL_1 _UP,vl000,zl 00,RADAL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,v 1000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard1 _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_l_3()
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _3,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard _ UP,vl 000,zl00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetMedium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall 1 _3UP,vl000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWa ll_1 _3,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO D0010_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetWall 1 _3_UP,v 1000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard 2 UP,v 1000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path1_4()
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 4,v 100,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard 2 _UP,v 1000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall1 4 UP, v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWa ll_1 4,v 100,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall1_4_UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard_LARGE_U P, v1000,z100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path 1_LARGE()
MoveJ TargetStandard_LARGE_1 ,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetSta nda rd_LARGE_U P,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall_LARGE_1 _UP, v1000,z 00,RADAL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_LARGE_1 ,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall_LARGE_1 _UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetStandard_1_UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_ 5()
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _5,vl 00,zO,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO 10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Standard_1 _UP,v 1000,z100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetWall I1 5UP,vl000,z 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_ _5,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO10_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ Target_Wall 1 5_UP,vl000,z100,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ TargetMedium,vl 000,z1 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Standard_2_UP,v1000,zl 00,RADAL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path 160()
MoveJ TargetStandard_l 6,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
Reset DO10_1;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetStandard_2_UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_1 _6UP,v1 000,zl 00,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Wall_l _6,vl 00,z0,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
WaitTime 0.8;
SetDO DO1 0_1, high;
WaitTime 0.8;
MoveJ TargetWall 1 6_UP,v 1000,zl 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Medium,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobjO;
MoveJ TargetStandard3_UP,vl000,z1 00,RAD_AL2100\WObj:=wobj0;
ENDPROC
PROC Path_StartO
MoveJ Target_Start_1 ,vl 000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
MoveJ Target_Start_2,v 1000,z 100,RAD_AL21 00\WObj:=wobj0;
Path 1 1;
Path_l_2;
Path_ _SMALL;
Path_l_3;
Path_l14;
Path l_LARGE;
Path_l_5;
Path_l1 6;
ENDPROC
ENDMODULE
